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The Acadia Fireplace Mantel will lend rustic charm and warmth 
to your home. Its a beautiful combination of our New England 
Veneer Stone® and rock-edged hearth, mantel and corbels. 

While the imposing mantel gives the impression of three 
massive pieces of granite, it is actually comprised of rock-
edged 7” panels to keep the total weight of the fireplace within 
specifications. Each piece fits together so seamlessly - only 
you and your stone mason will know the secret.

The Acadia is available in corner and traditional model kits. 

On the reverse: the pictured fireplace features a 36" x 44" chimney detail 
that was added to the standard Acadia Corner Fireplace Kit.

Insert: (Not included) Shown with the beautiful Fireplace Xtrordinair 
864™ TRV Clean Face GSR2 Gas Fireplace insert. Available from Travis 
Industries at fireplacex.com

You’ve never seen cast stone like this. 
Our mantels are unmatched in the marketplace and are 
renowned for their authenticity, exquisite details and creativity.

Our process has taken 25 years to perfect, yet is beautifully 
simple. Cornerstone Architectural Products manufactures its 
products using natural crushed marble and granite aggregates 
to create a superior product that is unrivaled in its  
consistent quality and ease of installation. 

Please inquire about custom sizes, colors and finishes. 
Visit cornerstoneproductsllc.com for details.

5 Choose VENEER STONE

Corner Model  Traditional Model 
#CAP-MAN-A16C #CAP-MAN-A16T   

theAcadia Fireplace

WHITE GRAY GRANITE

BROWNSTONE

QUARTZITE GRAY

TRADITIONAL BUFF

CHAMFERED COVEDROCK EDGED

2 Choose mantel, hearth and corbel COLOR

4 Choose hearth PROFILE

THE ACADIA KIT Indicates options as 
shown on reverse

Ashlar Round

Ledgestone  Mosaic

Square & Rec

Traditional Tan Bluestone Quartzite Green 

Quartzite Gray Quartzite Gold Cool Granite*

Warm Granite*  New England* Orchard*

6 Choose VENEER COLOR

*Blends
  

Visit neveneerstone.com 
for colors and to order your 

free samples.

BLUESTONE

GRANITE ETCHED LIMESTONETRAVERTINE

3 Choose mantel, hearth and corbel FINISH

1 Choose MODEL
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16"

120"
108"

7"

43"

39.5"

2" thick

18" deep


